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Motorola Xoom Screen Resolution
Motorola has the top contender in its Xoom, with a screen larger than iPad's, higher resolution, Adobe Flash, two cameras, and Google's Android. But not until this summer. Around the corner were ...
Tablet computer competition heats up at CES
We can assure you that the iPad 2 will not find its way into our 6 best Android tablets of 2011 list. Really, Apple products just attract an indecent amount ...
The Very Best Android Tablets 2011
Not everyone’s likely to be a fan of the Apple tablet and that’s mainly why we’ve got together a list of the 8 best iPad alternatives. If you run through the ...
8 Best iPad Alternatives
They're identical except for the fingerprint scanner on the front of the G4 Plus and a high resolution camera ... for the budget segment like Motorola's Backtrack rear trackpad, an accelerometer than ...
Motorola Phone Reviews
We reported that the handset would nix physical menu keys going forward, and would feature a monster 720p -resolution ... With the Motorola DROID and Motorola XOOM, Google launched its flagship ...
Google’s first Ice Cream Sandwich phone to be manufactured by Samsung, possibly dubbed ‘Nexus Prime’
Motorola has started rolling out Android 4.0 or Ice Cream Sandwich to Motorola Xoom owners in the U.S., but only those who have the Wi-Fi version of the device. This will bring a redesigned app ...
Motorola Xoom
Google Nexus 10 The Nexus 10 always felt like the spiritual successor to the Motorola Xoom, taking Google tablets ... with 300pp, a higher resolution than the current Apple iPad, but even through ...
A history of Google tablets: The Nexus and Pixel slates that are no more
Tiny laptops have always been devices that promise so much, yet fail somehow to deliver. From the Atari Portfolio palmtops through to the recent crop of netbooks they have been either eye ...
Turn That Old Tablet Into A Sub-$100 Linux Laptop
That puts it slightly ahead of the Motorola Xoom but again behind the Tab and ... Finally, webOS on the big screen -- or bigger anyway. The TouchPad is HP's first device running webOS 3.0, a ...
HP TouchPad review
If you are constantly on the go and you need a device that is not only portable but allows you to work from anywhere, then a Motorola tablet is something you should consider. These devices are ...
motorola Tablets
The Moto G8 features a 6.4-inch HD+ display with a screen resolution of 1560 x 720 pixels and 19:9 aspect ratio. The smartphone is powered by Octa Core Snapdragon 665 processor coupled with 4GB of ...
Motorola Moto G8
For the full-color interactive magazines that Barnes and Noble offers, you must have an iPad or full-sized Android tablet with a touch-sensitive color LCD screen ... on the Motorola Xoom, the ...
Tablets Compatible With Nook Books
Motorola XOOM and any mobile phone with an HDMI Micro D connection Shopper Connecting the cable from smart phone to flat screen tv. Would I be able to see movies coming from the smart phone to the ...
Iogear GHDC3402 High Speed 6.5 Feet HDMI Cable with Ethernet
Motorola PHOTON 4G does it all, providing users with an array of versatile tools, like the Motorola webtop application, allowing users to access and create content from a larger screen while ...
Motorola Photon 4G gets official on Sprint, available this summer
s new four-inch screen and higher resolution by rolling out a new mobile ... the commercial availability of the Android 3.0 Honeycomb operating system on the Motorola Xoom tablet. Automaker Toyota's ...
CNN strengthens mobile experience with new iPhone 5 app
You get a good, thin, tablet form factor with a nice high resolution display and functional ... hopes for this Asus Infinity Pad as my Motorola Xoom was, I thought, well past it.The rear two ...
ASUS Transformer Pad Infinity TF700
This is a good looking tablet that's compact enough to fit in a large pocket or purse, but it feels roomier than the Nexus 7 thanks to the 1.3" increase in screen real estate ... is just a bit smaller ...
LG Phone Reviews
Samsung’s official Twitter account has announced that the Samsung Galaxy S II will be released in April as planned- indicating there is no delay to⋯ A new yet-to-be officially official HTC ...
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